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Everyone to the front! Um…except you guys!

Rear area security deserves comprehensive treatment in the Operational Art of War. What may be 
said here can readily apply to many other war game systems. It is difficult enough to win a fight 
when the enemy is in front of you. Letting the enemy get behind your "front line" puts critical 
support assets in harm’s way. Rear area security can mean the difference between giving your 
infantry a full compliment of ammunition, grenades, artillery and air support when sending them 
up to take Mamyev Kurgan or Hill 305 or letting them "lead the way" with nothing more than fixed  
bayonets. Proper security engages in three activities: a) preventing threats from developing, b) 
detecting threats quickly,  and c) eliminating threats efficiently. It  engages upon these activities 
with two basic levels of priority — general and asset specific. General security in TOAW relies upon 
the mechanism of "hex ownership" and is concerned with "owning all ground behind the front 
lines". Specific assets include everything from vital roads, bridges and rail lines; ports, airfields and 
objective areas; and combat support elements such as headquarters, artillery, mobile supply and 
air units.

I. Everything Behind the Front Lines

With general security, it is not just a matter of converting ownership of hexes with anything and 
everything but doing this efficiently. Economy of force is an appropriate term to apply in all aspects 
of TOAW. Every situation is different, but the need to economize is a constant. No need to send a  
full regiment when a company will do. There is a cost in supply and readiness for every hex moved  
and for every engagement. In large offensives, the focus is to push forward as hard and fast as 
possible.  This  usually  means keeping  the majority  of  your  forces  in  the best  terrain  available, 
making maximum use of the road net for purposes of supply and readiness. Every unit, regardless 
of size, will convert the ownership of all adjacent uncontested hexes at the beginning of each turn. 
In  TOAW,  it  is  possible  to  break  your  units  down into smaller  components  (in  half  or  thirds).  
Divisions can be divided into regiments, regiments into battalions, etc.

We could send our tank battalions through the 
uncontested  desert  wastelands  along  the 
Egyptian  border.  It  would  be  far  more 
economical  to  assign the task to an infantry 
battalion,  dividing  it  into  three  companies. 
Front  line  forces  should  not  be 
indiscriminately  diverted  to  conversion  duty, 
wasting supply and readiness, unless there are 
no other candidates for the job.

In  converting  ownership  of  hexes,  you  are 
looking for  three basic  things:  1)  Using your 
lightest  and  least  significant  combat  forces 
possible,  2)  using  units  with  a  high  MP 
allowance  and  broken  into  thirds  (to 
recombine later), and 3) converting hexes with 

Campaign  for  North  Africa  40-43  by  Bob  Cross  -  Major  
elements  of  Libyan  Tank  Command  advancing  along  the  
road to Sofafi (start of T2 — 9/21/1940)
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units going the least out of their way in keeping up with their formations. The units which best fit  
the bill  for  this  are  light  flak,  engineers  especially  along river  routes,  recon,  fusilier,  and  light  
cavalry.  Military  police  can  be  added to  this  list  if  not  needed to  reduce  movement  costs  in  
directing traffic. Units performing conversion duty should engage to end their turn surrounded by 
the  most  unconverted  hexes  possible.  The  example  below shows one  unit  divided into  three 
ending its turn so that in the next, they will have converted a maximum of 15 hexes by keeping two 
hexes apart. Conversions need not be rapid so much as deliberate and sustained.

End of Turn 1 Start of Turn 2

The hex conversion aspect of the game is useful in defining where the enemy is not (at least at the 
moment).  By  aggressively  engaging  in  hex  conversion,  you  can  immediately  pinpoint  partisan 
activity,  airborne  drops,  amphibious  landings,  and  other  threats  long  before  they  can  pose  a 
serious threat to your overall operations. While not a particularly exciting element of TOAW, these 
aspects of security can be quite significant in most of the larger scenarios. Moreover, you can gain 
valuable intelligence about your opponent by what units are being assigned to this duty…a panzer 
regiment, or military police companies?

II. Logistics, Supply and Fixed Assets

Objective areas, roads, rail  lines, airfields, ports, bridges, major cities and supply 
points  represent  fixed  assets  deserving  of  protection.  Always  read  the  scenario 
notes to determine what is permissible with regards to airborne and amphibious 
invasions to hopefully narrow down some of your concerns. It is not necessary to 
rebuild every section of rail  and blown bridge behind the front line or maintain 

control over every road behind your front lines.  When everything is a top priority, you have no  
priorities.

Ports and Beaches. Top in priority — every one eligible for amphibious invasion deserves a good, 
sturdy  garrison.  Size  is  relative  to  scale,  but  should  be  a  minimum  of  one-third  of  the  
maximumsized force likely to conduct such an assault. Add some engineers and artillery for good 
measure.  If  you think you do not  have enough force available to attend to this  #1 priority in  
security,  you are  guaranteed to think  very differently  after  a  second front  is  created from an 
unopposed amphibious landing far behind your front line.



Objective Areas, Supply Points and Cities. Putting a garrison in every city and objective area is cost 
prohibitive. Prioritize these fixed assets by how vital they are to your own forces, how far they are  
from the front lines, and how valuable they may be to the enemy. Gaining or losing one of these 
might serve to gain a shock bonus or penalty; increase or reduce replacements, reinforcements 
and supply; lose or bring aboard a minor ally; or open up the potential for sudden death victory.  
Always read the scenario notes to see if any of these events are mentioned. Density of assets (of  
all types) also serves as a guideline for the arrangement of your security network, discussed below.

Rail Lines, Roads and Bridges. The best roads and rail lines are usually the ones with the fewest 
bridges as they are subject to being blown by enemy bombers. An engineer battalion should be 
garrisoned on each bridge along these routes for as long as it remains a vital link in your logistics 
network.  Partisan, commando and airborne activities can break non-bridge rail  sections.  Fixing 
such damage is almost solely the domain of rail repair engineers and a small per turn "inherent  
repair capacity". Keep your rail engineers building new rails, fixing or available to fix broken ones. 
Putting them at risk them for security or front line duty squanders a unique and critical asset.  
Many games can be won or lost on the rail lines.

Airfields. It is usually not a good idea to stack your air units together unless you have only a few 
safe air bases and/or have virtually guaranteed air supremacy. Even so, it is a good idea to garrison 
airfields if there is any risk of insurgent activity in the area. A partisan dislodging a few air units can  
have a significant impact on local air superiority and that can translate to other calamities (like 
airborne operations). More important than any of this is keeping your air units well outside the 
range of  any  potential  artillery  or  naval  bombardment.  There is  no  advantage  of  having  your 
aircraft immediately behind your front line.

Combat Support Elements. Protect your headquarters and artillery to the fullest extent necessary 
and without exception. If the front line is having difficulties, you can be guaranteed it will be even  
more hard pressed if  unit  proficiencies are reduced by 50% for losing its  HQ, not to mention 
reduced supply, and less artillery support. Heavy Rifle AT Squads have an anti-personnel strength 
of 6,  a 150mm Howitzer has an AP of 33 and supports everything within range. Shorten your  
perimeter, call up a security regiment or engineer battalion, do anything but expose your HQ and 
artillery assets to the enemy. There are a few exceptions beyond the scope of this article, invariably 
they involve relatively extreme situations.

III. Garrisons and Area Defense Networks

The difficulties of rear area security really arise when you need to coordinate security for entire  
theaters  and fronts  with  numerous  cities,  objective  areas,  and rail  lines,  compounded by  the 
potential for guerilla, airborne and amphibious operations. The security system you apply should 
consider regional density of assets (of all types), the potential for exposure to insurgency (of any 
type), your response capabilities, special factors as related in scenario notes and briefings…and 
terrain. Having secured all  the ground behind your front lines, you can easily determine which 
areas are and are not "mission/victory critical". It follows that you would concentrate b security  
assets in mission critical areas, but forces should be available to counter threats elsewhere, too.

In Gotterdammerung by Daniel McBride, Yugoslavia is (as was historically the case) a hotbed of 
guerilla activity. Yugoslavia, however, is not particularly important to the broad scheme of things 
(at least initially). It is a sideshow of attrition, constantly plagued by partisans able to move before  
Axis forces can respond. The Pripet marsh region is another area subject to marauding partisans.

In such cases, remember, proper security engages in three activities: a) preventing threats from 



developing,  b)  detecting threats quickly,  and c)  eliminating threats efficiently – not necessarily 
eliminating threats quickly. This is the basis for an "area defense network" – constraining enemy 
activity to non-mission critical areas. Containment. It contemplates reducing the number of enemy 
access points to a minimum. Important terrain features represent your best ally with regards to 
containment  –  alpine  mountain  ranges,  super  rivers,  lakes,  flooded  marshes  and  the  like  can 
significantly reduce the number of units you need to provide security to an entire region (at least 
in TOAW).

We have an ideal example of area security above. This depicts a security regiment, its HQ and a rail  
engineer regiment providing security along a 100 km stretch of a vital  rail  link to Army Group 
Center in the early stages of Operation Bagration. Partisan activity exists to the south, the HQ can 
provide support from eight 75mm howitzers to two of its battalions without risk of engagement. 
The likelihood of any partisan getting through this arrangement is minimal owing to the cost of 
swamp movement, and the security battalion zones of control coupled with the inability to move 
through flooded marshes.

IV. Threat Response

When airborne units or partisans do present themselves as a problem, odds are you will not need 
front line units  to effectively contain and/or eliminate them. Odds are that in WWII scenarios 
airborne  units  will  not  be  accompanied  by  AFV’s.  Not  a  guarantee,  but  most  airborne  and 
airlanding units do not have this kind of support. Some partisans may, but rarely. They are also 
likely to have far less and significantly lighter artillery than enemy front line formations. Below are 
the  typical  components  of  a  military  police  battalion,  a  security  regiment,  and  an  infantry 
regiment,  respectively.  Composition  is  critical,  particularly  with  respect  to  per  component 
replacement rates – what is accumulating in your replacement pool, and what is drying up as fast  
as you can get it. Spare your front line forces from unnecessary attrition and let your lighter forces  
handle your rear area incursions. Seek to distribute your losses amongst components of which you 
have proportionately more.

While an MP unit is not particularly b, it  does not 
seem to  be  subject  to  the  same vulnerabilities  as 
HQ’s in attempting to contain partisans. It’s not an 
expensive  unit  to  lose  and  it  is  likely  that  your 
replacement pool can cover the loss. In this regard, it 
is  very  much  eligible  to  be  enlisted  in  the 
containment  of  partisans,  and  to  a  lesser  extent, 
airborne forces.

Security  regiments,  however,  are  built  for  the 
elimination  of  partisans  and  airborne  forces.  They 

can hold their own reasonably well on the front line, are good for a quick but temporary patch or 
even as a delaying force covering a retreat, but they are most efficiently applied to tracking down  
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partisans  and  dealing  with  other  lightly  armed 
forces.  While  they  might  be  considered  for 
converting ownership of hexes, this is best applied 
on the heels of a rapid advance and a likelihood of 
bypassed  enemy  units.  As  the  momentum  of  an 
offensive  slows,  security  forces  should  base 
themselves  as  discussed  previously  and  respond 
only  to  known  enemy  activity.  Don’t  drain  their 
supply  and  readiness  through  unnecessary 
movement. Keep them ready for combat and break 
them down into two or threes as needed with the 
objective of first containing any enemy, and second 
– eliminating it.

Light  flak  battalions,  minor  allied  formations, 
armored engineers, and other assorted minor units 
(Ostlegionen) are also good security formations and 
supplements. Regular and ferry engineers should be 
very  sparingly  considered  for  use  in  containment. 
HQ’s,  rail  engineers,  armored  trains,  riverine,  and 
artillery, by themselves, should never be considered 
for  containment  duty.  They  may  augment  other 
forces  in  containment  or  garrison  duty,  but 
minimizing  their  exposure  to  direct  combat  is 
essential  for  the  continued  long-term  stability  of 
supply and combat support.

Enemy  partisans  are  not  worth  having  drawn  out 
battles  or  failed  proficiency  checks  in  the  early 
portion  of  a  turn.  First  objective  is  always 
containment.  If  you  can’t  be  guaranteed  of 
eliminating  it,  at  the  very  least  insure  that  it  has 
limited  movement  options  available  (1  or  2  hex 
movement, max). This can be accomplished by three 
units  in a triangle — or if  abutted against a major 
escarpment, alpine, or super river hex perhaps even 
one or  two.  Three adjacent  containment  units  can 
likely bar access to a rail line, bridge, or road.

Attempt the elimination of encircled and pinned partisans toward the end of your turn (last 50%).  
Occasionally, they can be stubborn enough to draw their attackers into prolonged engagements. 
Balance  the  interests  of  rapid  elimination  with  efficient  elimination.  Attacking  from  opposite 
directions with some artillery support will maximize your results. Call in air support for those out of 
the way and hard to reach places. If you don’t get it this turn, get it next turn. One additional use 
of security forces is to create fortified positions for front line units to fall back to when you are  
clearly on the defensive. The closer you are able to bring the fortification level of an area to 100%,  
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the more likely your forces will be able to achieve "entrenched status" the first time they dig in,  
making "fortified status" guaranteed in the second turn.

V. The End Game

Victory Points rarely matter until the end of the game, a point that is vital to remember. During the 
beginning  and  middle  of  a  scenario,  you  are  not  obligated  to  defend  a  position  you  cannot 
reasonably hold, though such may be useful in delaying an enemy’s advance. The single greatest 
threat to rear area security is a breach of the front line. This, unfortunately, is well beyond the  
scope of this article, except for a few brief points.

Your forces behind the front serve two roles: as security and as reserves. Never leave your ports 
and beaches ungarrisoned, unless you move last on the last turn. All other units are more or less  
free for  forward deployment in  the last  10% of  the game.  If  there  is  a  sudden death  victory  
objective and your opponent has airborne units yet to be employed garrison that objective heavily.  
Garrisons are appropriately retained and reinforced in other high VP objective areas. At this point 
in the game though, odds are higher that the real situations will be on or near the front lines. In  
this, your dedication and frugality with your security forces should pay a handsome dividend — 
fresh security divisions, engineers, military police coupled with light flak, and other light units can  
do wonders on a short-term basis in patching a disrupted front line, a turned flank, or any number 
of other threats. Your reserves will also fair considerably better against offensive activity if you 
have kept your headquarters and artillery units intact.

Target Priorities:

1. Air Assets within range of artillery or naval bombardment.
2. Adjacent unprotected Rail Engineers.
3. Adjacent unprotected Headquarters.
4. Adjacent unprotected Artillery.
5. Overextended armor/mechanized forces.
6. Any unit outside the range of supporting artillery
7. Everything else.

Employ your units according to the jobs they do best. Keep your command and support squads out 
of the front. Clerks giving a T-34 a paper cut will not help you. Cooks throwing beans at JS-II’s will 
not help you. Keep your command squads out of the front. General officers with pistols, um…are 
more  likely  to  obstruct  friendly  zones  of  fire  and  make  nearby  friendly  forces  nervous  by  
presenting a high profile target of opportunity.  Lose command and control  and you will  be in  
trouble.


